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ABOUT MEDIA ACCESS AUSTRALIA
Media Access Australia is a not-for-profit, public benevolent institution and Australia’s primary media access organisation. Our role is to provide information about media access and to develop and apply technological solutions to media access issues.
MAA is based in Sydney and works in collaboration with consumer organisations, Government and industry across the country.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MEDIA ACCESS?
Media access services include, but are not limited to, captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and audio description for the blind and vision impaired. MAA is committed to increasing the awareness and use of these services in television, DVDs and videos, education, cinema, theatre performances, exhibitions and other media. MAA also deals with access issues for new media, including downloads, portable media and the Internet.
The Media Access Report covers key developments in media access in both Australia and around the world, as well as providing statistical and other information on current levels of access.
DISCLAIMER
Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.  
SUBMISSIONS
We are interested in receiving submissions for publication in The Media Access Report, including accounts of media or events that have been made accessible, research papers, and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au
The Media Access Report is published by Media Access Australia, Suite 408, 22-36 Mountain Street, Ultimo NSW 2007. Phone/TTY: (02) 9212 6242, Fax: (02) 9212 6289. www.mediaaccess.org.au
If you would like to be put on the mailing list to receive future issues of The Media Access Report, email info@mediaaccess.org.au
Glossary
Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 
Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and
Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   
Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.
Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a stenographic keyboard.
Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK. 
Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions on television. 
Acronyms

ACCAN	Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
ACMA	 	Australian Communications and Media Authority
AIA		Accessibility Interoperability Alliance
ASTRA	Australian Video and Software Distributors’ Association
CTN		Consumers’ Telecommunications Network
CTRC	Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
DCMP		Described and Captioned Media Program
DBCDE	The Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
DDA		Disability Discrimination Act
FaHCSIA	Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
MAA		Media Access Australia
NCAM		National Center for Accessible Media (US)
Ofcom		Office of Communications (UK)
RNIB		Royal National Institute for the Blind (UK)
WAEA		World Airline Entertainment Association
MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Closed captions on hand-held devices for airplanes
IMS, a US company which specialises in entertainment and technological solutions for the travel industry, and WGBH’s Media Access Group, have developed the means to show closed-captioned media content on IMS’s portable inflight media players.
IMS’s media players, the PAV-704 and PAV-705, have 7-inch, high-resolution touch screens. They are located in the seat arm, and can be popped out and positioned for convenience of viewing by the passenger. It is expected that closed captions will be available on the devices from October 2008.
This development comes in the wake of a 2006 announcement by the US Department of Transportation that it would require airlines flying in and out of the country to have closed captions available on inflight media. IMS’s vice president of sales and marketing, Harry Gray, said that, “Providing a closed-caption service on portable media players is a solution that can now be implemented cost effectively on a near term basis.”
US Airways, the fifth largest American domestic airline, and OpenSkies, a new British Airways subsidiary which flies from Europe to the US, have announced that they will be incorporating the IMS devices into their planes.
For more information: http://www.nationaltechcenter.org/index.php/2008/06/06/closed-captions-enabled-on-handhelds/
UK campaign increases awareness of audio description 
In 2006, Ofcom, the UK communications regulator, found that only 43% of blind and vision impaired people were aware of the audio description service which had been available on television for some time. Working with 16 broadcasters and the Royal National Institute for the Blind, Ofcom launched a public awareness campaign that ran for 6 weeks in February-March this year. This involved audio description promotions being screened across 70 channels.
Ofcom has now released independent research examining the success of the campaign, which found that awareness among the blind and vision impaired has risen from 43% to 72%, and from 37% to 60% among the overall population. Almost all users of audio description found that it improved their understanding and enjoyment of television.
The full research can be found here: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/reports/access_services_audio/
An audio version of this text can be found here: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/reports/access_services_audio/audio/
 The Canadian media access inquiry
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CTRC) has just completed the submission stage of its inquiry into ‘Unresolved issues related to the accessibility of telecommunications and broadcasting services to persons with disabilities.’
The Canadian study adopted a different methodology to the Australian inquiry being conducted by the Department of Broadcasting, Communications and the Digital Economy (DBCDE). A private consultant first prepared a report which relied on extensive interviews with representatives from the disability sector. The consultant’s report was then used to shape the terms of the inquiry, allowing the important issues for the sector to be referenced including criticisms of the commission’s complaints process. 
Submissions to the Canadian inquiry had a different focus to those made to Australian investigation. A significant variation stems from a 2007 policy that requires all Canadian over-the-air television to be captioned, and therefore the Australian issue of pressure to increase caption quotas was not present. In contrast, blind consumers were clearly dissatisfied with the amount of audio description and wanted an increase to 100%. They were also critical of proposals to create a separate, accessible channel which would reinforce ideas of difference and move away from the importance of universal design and mainstream accessibility. 
Canadian submissions stressed the importance of new media being made accessible, especially the Internet and portable devices. Organisations commented on the wealth of material on the Internet and the need to ensure that this media was accessible to people with disabilities. 
Submissions frequently commented on the need for systemic change. They asked for improved promotion of services, better trained support staff and policies to require universal design. However, they also wanted the detail worked out, for example remote controls and program guides that would allow people to access the access features. 
The Canadian Association of Broadcasters prepared a submission highlighting the technical and financial barriers to access, however this was not the major contribution from industry. Industry representatives were required to answer questions about the problems faced by people with disabilities accessing their services, any relevant complaints they had received and any research they were conducting into the issue. Specifically in relation to broadcasting, they were questioned about internal accessibility policies, future plans and technical barriers to access. 
A public hearing will be held in November. Media Access Australia will monitor the results of this inquiry and any resulting policy changes. 
Further details and submissions to the inquiry can be read here: http://www.crtc.gc.ca/PartVII/eng/2008/8665/c12_200807943.htm
US Congress passes Higher Education Opportunity Act
On 14 August 2008, the US Congress passed the Higher Education Opportunity Act (H.R. 4137, S. 1642). The legislation aims to address numerous barriers faced by Americans in accessing higher education. The act is significant in that it does not merely remove formal barriers to entering college, but addresses the substantive difficulties preventing many students from graduating. Identified barriers include minority status, the cost of tuition and textbooks and, most relevantly, disability.  
Dr. Marc Maurer, President of the National Federation of the Blind, commented that the Act would create ‘a level playing field’ for students in higher education.
The legislation establishes a cross-representational commission to investigate mechanisms for delivering accessible course materials to blind and vision impaired students. The bill is encouraging as it expressly recognises the importance of universal design and that college texts should be available to all students at the same time and in a format of their choosing (braille, audio or electronic).
The Act would also bestow significant benefits on the American Deaf and hearing impaired community with a grant program established for the training of more real time captioners. Americans have had a right to significant captioning under the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Communications Act, but have frequently been unable to claim this right due to a shortage of qualified real time captioners.
The bill is currently awaiting assent from President George W. Bush.
MAA CEO joins founding board of ACCAN
The new voice in telecommunications for Australian consumers, Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) has been formed. ACCAN is a single peak body representing the diversity of views among consumers of telecommunications services.

Alex Varley, Media Access Australia’s CEO, has joined ACCAN as one of the nine founding board members. While the organisation will not become operational until mid-2009, the transition arrangements with other consumer organisations, such as Consumers’ Telecommunications Network (CTN), and the governance, policy and operational directions of ACCAN need to be formulated.  ACCAN is primarily a consumer organisation and should provide a cohesive, well-informed voice for users of telecommunications services.  

“There are many challenges in setting up a new organisation and ensuring a continuity of effective consumer representation during the next 12 months,” said Alex Varley.

“With the converging world of telecommunications and media, a grassroots, consumer-focused representative is essential, especially in ensuring that all consumers, including disadvantaged people, have practical information and access to these services. There is also a need to work with industry in making this part of the everyday customer interaction and helping them build sustainable markets for their products.”

ACCAN is currently managed by CTN and a new website is being developed.CTN can be contacted via its website: www.ctn.org.au/content.cfm
AD in the air
There’s a saying that modern air travel would be very enjoyable if we could only learn to enjoy boredom, discomfort and fatigue.  But with technology, the boredom factor is rapidly being conquered.  
Interactive entertainment systems on long-haul aircraft have been around for a number of years now.  Some of these systems offer subtitled programs, games, up-to-date flight information, and even trivia competitions that can be played with other passengers.  
But people with vision impairments are hindered from accessing these services as they are mainly accessible via onscreen text and a touchscreen interface.  
Since 2005, WGBH’s National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM) in the US has been researching and developing solutions to in-flight entertainment services for people with sensory disabilities.  NCAM and Panasonic Avionics Corporation have developed a prototype system that demonstrates an accessible interface, user-selectable captions and fonts, audio description and audio menus.  A disability-friendly remote control complements the system.  
NCAM’s Director, Larry Goldberg, noted that some airlines are beginning to explore systems that use a browser-based interface and are designed to work with personal devices, such as laptops, PDAs and telephones for Internet and email access. If properly implemented, these new interface designs may serve consumers who require keyboard access for alternate navigation.
Another facet to the project is the supply of information about accessibility needs to project partner, World Airline Entertainment Association (WAEA), members.  WAEA represents 100 airlines and more than 250 airline suppliers and related companies.  NCAM and WAEA will also work to develop amendments to industry specifications, and promote the implementation of solutions.  NCAM has as its goal to show technology and policy developers that accessibility is possible within the next generation of in-flight entertainment systems if the interface is properly designed and captions and descriptions are included in the content distribution chain.
The project is being funded by the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Education.  NCAM will publish a report and recommendations for the airlines and their suppliers on the conclusion of testing.  
American education access program releases training video
The US national education access program, the Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP), now has a training video on its website aimed at explaining the needs of deaf and blind students when watching audio visual programs in the classroom.  Naturally the video has both caption and audio description options.
To view the video visit the DCMP website: http://www.dcmp.org/equalaccess/eaic.html
Ofcom reports on usability in the communications sector
UK regulator Ofcom has released a report on ‘Usability in the communications sector.’ Usability for Ofcom includes accessibility (captions/ audio description) but also extends beyond access to consider whether consumers can utilise the technology once it comes onto the market. This approach considers an array of factors including testing, marketing, instruction manuals, remote controls and electronic program guides.
Ofcom does not have any specific power to regulate in this area but the report plays an important role in expanding the agenda of access. A central theme of the report is people with minor impairments. It highlights that although there is a relatively small market for assistive technology there is a substantial commercial opportunity for products that are generally easy to use.
The report did not recommend legislative protections but rather explored extensively what is required for universal design across the various stages of a product’s development. While the report did not make specific recommendations, the following points were made.
Technology designers should be continually trained in access needs. Initially they should also be informed of the commercial viability of access technology. 
People with a disability should be involved in all stages of a product’s development so that access does not become an add-on feature at the end. This would include consultations and testing. 
Usability should be marketed so that consumers understand what they are purchasing. 
Consumers should also be able to try before they buy to ensure that the technology meets their access needs. 
Instruction manuals should be in a clear and accessible format. 
Technology should be capable of adjusting to various access needs, for example electronic program guides with variable text size and colour contrasts.
The complete report can be accessed here: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/usability/
Ofcom releases second quarter access report for 2008	
Ofcom, the UK’s communications regulator, has released its second quarterly report on the provision of access services on television for 2008. As in previous reports, most broadcasters were found to be exceeding their quotas for captioning and audio description.
Figures for the main free-to-air channels, including the BBC’s two children’s channels, CBBC and CBeebies, were as follows.


Captioning quota
Captioning achieved
AD quota
AD achieved
Signing quota
Signing achieved
BBC One
98.5%
98.6%
10%
13.6%
5%
5.1%
BBC Two
98.5%
98.2%
10%
11.5%
5%
5.5%
BBC Three
95%
96.7%
10%
22.1%
5%
5.7%
BBC Four
95%
96.7%
10%
19.4%
5%
6.1%
CBBC
95%
96.9%
10%
11.4%
5%
5.8%
CBeebies
95%
97%
10%
11%
5%
5.7%
BBC News 24
95%
95.5%
Exempt

5%
5.2%
ITV1
88%
96.4%
10%
14.2%
5%
5.3%
Channel 4
88%
90.5%
10%
10.6%
5%
5.7%
Five
80%
80.8%
10%
12.6%
5%
4.7%
The full report can be found at:
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/ifi/guidance/tv_access_serv/tvaccessrep/q208/
Network Insight’s Communications Policy Matrix
With communication technologies rapidly evolving and the traditional barriers between telecommunications, broadcasting, print journalism, the Internet and other media rapidly breaking down (a phenomenon often called ‘convergence’), there is a clear need to overhaul outdated government communications policies and regulations in Australia. In order to aid this process, the Network Insight Institute, an independent, not-for-profit organisation devoted to communications issues, has introduced the ‘Communications Policy Matrix’.
The matrix is a document which can be downloaded from Network Insight’s website. It is intended to “provide up-to-date, credible options that could be considered when formulating policy or when making future strategic decisions”. Individuals and groups are welcome to add their ideas to the matrix, which will be continually reformatted as new material appears. Ultimately, it is hoped that the matrix will evolve into a comprehensive document that will help with the creation of a future, all-encompassing Communications Act.
To download the Communications Policy Matrix, go to: http://www.networkinsight.org/policies_for_a_new_comms_act_page.html/group/6
The Deafness Forum Captioning Awards
This year’s Deafness Forum Captioning Awards were held at Rydges World Square in Sydney on 28 August. The ceremony attracted an enthusiastic audience from the TV industry, community organisations and access suppliers, with comedian Claire Hooper hosting the proceedings.
The awards and winners were as follows.
The Roma Wood OAM Community Award, sponsored by Printacall, was won by Media Access Australia. 
The Member’s Choice Award was won by Prime for captioning of the Sunrise program. Play School (ABC), Dora the Explorer (Nick Jr) and World News (SBS) were commended, and Qantas was highly commended.
The DVD Captioning Award, sponsored by MAA, was won by Roadshow Entertainment for making captioning a standard feature of their DVDs. The National Geographic Channel was commended for providing free copies of captioned DVDs to schools with Deaf and hearing impaired students.
The Award for Advertising Captioning, sponsored by Red Bee Media Australia, was won by The Foundry.
The Award for Best Event (Non-TV) Captioning, sponsored by the Federal Government through FaHCSIA, was won by the Canadian Film Festival.
The Award for Best Promotion of Captioning or Best Consumer Education Campaign was won by The Captioning Studio.
The Award for Pay TV Captioning, sponsored by ASTRA, was won by the Showcase Channel. Nickelodeon was highly commended.
The Award for Free-to-Air TV Captioning, sponsored by Red Bee Media Australia, was won by the Seven Network.
The Award for Most Consistent Use of Captioning was won by the Lifestyle Channel. The National Geographic Channel and ABC TV were highly commended.
The Award for the Best New Captioning Initiative, sponsored by CSI, was won by FOXTEL for the IQ2 box. XYZ Networks Music Channels and the Film Finance Corporation were highly commended.
The Other Film Festival 2008
The bi-annual disability film festival, The Other Film Festival ran from 3 – 7 September at the Melbourne Museum.  
The opening was hosted by Oscar-winning patron, Adam Elliot, with Victorian Minister for the Arts and Public Transport, Lynne Kosky, and Minister for Innovation, Environment and Climate Change, Gavin Jennings, in attendance. The five-day festival provided a diverse array of cinema committed to exploring the experiences of disability.  
The 2008 line-up included more than 35 films shown over 20 sessions, in an environment that promoted accessibility for every audience member. The opening night showcased five films from the UK, France, Denmark and Australia, and provided an indication of the calibre of work to come.  
All films were captioned and audio described, with the audio description being delivered live by volunteer audio-describers trained by Vision Australia and Media Access Australia.  
The Audio Description Roadshow
Media Access Australia, together with Vision Australia, are hosting a series of free information seminars about audio description around Australia, which started on 11 September in Darwin.
The Audio Description Roadshow will explain audio description and how to access it, and will be promoting the fact that audio described cinema will soon be available for blind and vision impaired people in 12 new locations around Australia. (See the last issue of the Media Access Report for more details of this).
Further seminars are now booked for Gosford, Newcastle, Bendigo, Ballarat, Southport and Brisbane, with many other locations still to be announced. For details of dates and venues, see the Audio Description website: www.audiodescription.com.au

Amazon UK introduces audio description search option
Amazon’s UK website had introduced an audio description search option for DVDs.
The first option in the ‘Browse by Format’ list is ‘DVDs with Audio Description’. By clicking on this you are then provided with a list of audio described DVDs (which at the time of writing stood at 327). The list is not in alphabetical order, but by default in bestselling order, with other options being ‘priced highest to lowest’, ‘priced lowest to highest’, average customer review and release date.
Most DVDs on this website are Region 2 titles (for UK viewing) but could be viewed in Australia with a multi-region DVD player.
Omnilab opens new captioning facility
The captioning industry in Australia just got a little more competitive with Omnilab Media announcing that it has opened a new captioning facility called The SubStation. Based in East Sydney, the facility will offer captioning and subtitling services for television, TV commercials and DVDs.
For more information, see: http://www.if.com.au/2008/09/09/article/Linda-Baker-heads-Omnilabs-The-SubStation/SMNWKIOYKM.html
FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION

ACMA finds NBN breached licence condition by failing to caption news
In a ruling announced on 9 September, ACMA has found that NBN Newcastle breached a licence condition by failing to fully caption its Evening News bulletins. The complaint was based on five bulletins, broadcast between 26 November 2007 and 17 December 2007, during which seven segments were not captioned.
In its submission in response to the complaint, NBN stated that the segments had come directly from the Nine Network, and insufficient time and/or equipment failure had prevented them from being captioned. ACMA, in its investigation report, found that the segments did not come under any of categories exempted from captioning under Section 38(1) of Schedule 4 of the Broadcasting Service Act, and NBN was therefore in breach of the act.
NBN has agreed to upgrade its equipment and work procedures to ensure that all material originating from the Nine Network will now be captioned, and to form a technical committee that will report to its CEO monthly on captioning issues. 
“While NBN has now taken decisive action to address the ongoing breaches of its licence condition, ACMA is disappointed that such action took a number of months to resolve,” said Chris Chapman, ACMA Chairman.
Free TV requests a temporary exemption from the DDA
In 2003, a captioning agreement was brokered between Free TV (the Seven, Nine and Ten networks, ABC and SBS), and Deafness Forum and AAD (now Deaf Australia), by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (now the Australian Human Rights Commission). This agreement meant that the networks were exempt from complaints made under the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) about programs not being captioned, on condition that the levels of captioning on their stations rose to 55% of programs broadcast between 6 a.m. and midnight by December 2005, and 70% by December.
Following the expiry of this agreement in May 2008, Free TV applied to the Commission to have it extended a further 6 months, with the caption levels remaining the same. The Commission decided to grant an exemption lasting for 12 months, but only on the following conditions.
Measured over the last month of the exemption, the level of captioning should average at least 75 per cent of programming over the broadcast day (6 a.m. to midnight); 
the Commission be notified within 1 month of this decision of the broadcaster's commitment to implement the terms of this exemption; and 
captioning levels be reported to the Commission each 3 months during the exemption period, and at the conclusion of the exemption period (rather than by October 2008 as proposed by the applicants); and 
each broadcaster, or Free TV Australia on behalf of one or more broadcasters, to have liberty to apply for an exemption on varied terms at any point during the exemption period. 
In response to this, Free TV has now issued a new proposal. It has asked for the temporary exemption to be extended to 31 December 2011, on the condition that the broadcasters increase levels of captioning between 6 a.m. and midnight to 85% by that date. The Commission posted the proposal on its website on 10 September, and has allowed two weeks for public comments before making a decision. 
For more information: http://www.hreoc.gov.au/
Captioned community TV goes off-air

Community TV station, Channel 31 in Perth has gone off-air due to a lack of funding.  Although the station has been promised a digital future, the timetable for that is the next 2-3 years, and the station has immediate funding needs. Channel 31 was the only community television station that consistently delivered captioned programming with the support of ex-Channel Seven Perth captioning and engineering staff. Many of these programs are also available in captioned DVD format.  
For more information, see: http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2008/08/07/2326752.htm
Free-to-air television complaints
MAA received the following complaints about captions on free-to-air TV in the period June to August. These were made via the complaint form on our website, or by email.
2 complaints about prime-time programs not captioned.
4 complaints about a program on an HD channel not captioned, when previous series were captioned for the SD channel.
3 complaints about programs outside prime time not being captioned, when previous series in prime time had been.
3 complaints about faulty captions on a regional network.
6 complaints about poor quality live captions.
2 complaints about programs not captioned outside prime time.  
MAA’s complaint form may be found at:
http://www.maafeedback.org.au/complaints/

SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
Captioning on FOXTEL packages
FOXTEL subscriptions are made up of the 'Get Started' package plus other packages that you can add to it. MAA conducted an analysis of printed and electronic program guides for one week, from 16 August to 22 August 2008, to determine current levels of captioning on these packages. (Note, there is as yet no captioning on FOXTEL’s HD channels, FOXTEL Box Office, Main Event or the Adult’s Only Channel)
Get Started (31 channels, 13 with some captioned programs, $37.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned



Arena
78.25
47%
Fox Classics
26.25
16%
Fox 8
139
83%
Lifestyle
56.25
33%
TV1
47.75
28%
Country Music Channel
0
0%
Max
0
0%
[V]
0
0%
Fox News
15
9%
Discovery
57
34%
National Geographic
14
8%
Nickelodeon
86.75
52%
Cartoon Network
28.75
17%






Total hours captioned per week
549

Percentage of total package captioned
11%


My Sport (7 channels, 1 with some captioned programs, $15.95/month)

Captioned Channel
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned
ESPN
88.5
53%



Total hours captioned per week
88.5

Percentage of total package captioned
8%


My Showtime (5 channels, 4 with some captioned programs, while the 4th is World Movies which is mostly subtitled, $15.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned
Showtime
144.75
86%
Showtime Greats
157
93%
Showcase
164.75
98%
Turner Classic Movies
121.75
72%



Total hours captioned per week
588.25

Percentage of total package captioned (not including World Movies)
88%


My Movie Network (5 channels, 4 with some captioned programs, while the 4th is World Movies which is mostly subtitled, $15.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned
Movie One
74.25
44%
Movie Greats
11.5
7%
Movie Extra
40.5
24%
Turner Classic Movies
121.75
72%



Total hours captioned per week
248

Percentage of total package captioned (not including World Movies)
37%


My Escape (8 channels, 6 with some captioned programs, $16.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned



W
27
16%
Lifestyle Food
44.5
26%
Comedy Channel
21.5
13%
E
32
19%
Hallmark
70
42%
UKTV
34
20%



Total hours captioned per week
229

Percentage of total package captioned
17%


My Playtime (8 channels, 5 with some captioned programs, $16.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned
Animal Planet
69.5
41%
Disney Channel
136.5
81%
MTV
26.5
16%
Nick Jr
36.5
22%
Vh1
12
7%



Total hours captioned per week
281

Percentage of total package captioned
21%


My World (8 channels, 5 with some captioned programs, $16.95/month)

Captioned Channels
Hours captioned 
per week
Percentage of programs captioned
Animal Planet
69.5
41%
Bio
9
5%
Crime & Investigation
17
10%
History Channel
3
2%
How To Channel
55
33%



Total hours captioned per week
153.5

Percentage of total package captioned
11%



Total percentage of captioning across all FOXTEL channels (excluding World Movies, HD channels, Box Office, Main Event and Adult's Only)
17%

Draft proposal for ASTRA captioning exemption
Subscription television (represented by ASTRA) currently have an Australian Human Rights Commission exemption under the Disability Discrimination Act. As part of this exemption a rollout plan was agreed to where 20 stations would reach 25% captioning by 2009, and another 20 stations would attain 15% captioning by the same date. Throughout the exemption period channels have met and, on average, exceeded these quotas. The exemption will expire in June 2009. ASTRA are currently in the process of negotiating a new exemption application. 
 ASTRA’s draft proposal would continue with the rollout plan, increasing caption quotas by 5% each year. This would mean that the first 20 stations would be required to caption 50% of their programs by 2014, and the second 20 stations would caption 40% of their program schedule. However ASTRA has also suggested that this model would not meet the needs of all its stakeholders and have proposed that channels would be able to choose to have their targets set as a percentage of potential viewing. If channels selected this option their quota would be 10% higher than the minimum standard. The reference to potential viewing would encourage channels to broadcast captions on prime time and other popular programs, however it would likely reduce the hours of actual programming captioned.

ASTRA will continue to consult with stakeholders and a final plan will be released in October 2008. 
The complete details of the draft proposal can be accessed from the Australian Human Rights Commission website: http://www.humanrights.gov.au/disability_rights/captioning.htm
ONLINE MEDIA
DIY captioning on the Internet
While there is a considerable amount of work still to be done around the world to make online video accessible, an increasing number of tools are available that allow people to caption their own videos.
Overstream is a free tool which runs on your web browser and allows you to create caption files for Flash videos (Flash is the format used by many video providers, including Google Video and YouTube). It runs as an Adobe Flash application on your web browser and is very easy to use. 
http://www.overstream.net/
Once you have created your caption file, it can be uploaded to Google Video, where it becomes an optional extra that can be activated by the viewer. (Note that Google Video is the only major video provider that allows ‘closed’ captions like this.) Alternatively, for sites like YouTube which do not have a closed caption option, you can use the caption file created on Overstream to create an ‘open captioned’ version of your video using another free tool called ‘AutoGK’. 
http://www.autogk.me.uk/
dotSub is a website which allows you to upload a video and caption it using the site’s software. Once a caption file has been created, other users are free to translate it into other languages.
http://www.dotsub.com/
There are also a number of free software packages which can be downloaded and used to caption videos on your computer.
Subtitle Workshop is a popular captioning tool which supports most caption formats. (Available for Windows only.)
http://www.urusoft.net/products.php?amp;cat=sw&lang=1
The National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM) in the U.S. has developed MAGpie, a tool which can be used to created both captions and audio description. (Windows and Mac OS X.)
http://ncam.wgbh.org/webaccess/magpie/
CC for Flash is another tool developed by NCAM which can be used to display captions created using MAGpie on Flash videos.
http://ncam.wgbh.org/webaccess/ccforflash/index.html
The Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP) has an informative article, ‘Providing Captions for Flash-Based Streaming Video’, which is available here:
http://www.dcmp.org/caai/NADH204.pdf
IBM and GW Micro join the AIA steering committee
The Accessibility Interoperability Alliance (AIA), a coalition of leading information and assistive technology companies dedicated to enabling developers to more easily create accessible software, hardware and Internet products, has welcomed the addition of two new steering committee members: Doug Geoffray of GW Micro and Richard Schwerdtfeger of IBM.

Founding members of the AIA include large information technology companies such as Microsoft, Adobe and Novell, along with a host of assistive technology-specific companies. The expansion of the AIA is likely to provide additional focus on accessibility in consumer computing and Internet products.  

In Australia, many of the popular assistive technology products and resources in use have been created by AIA member organisations. 
Accessibility issues emerge during Beijing Olympic updates
The UK Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) publication E-Access Bulletin raised concerns about the accessibility of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games website as the Games progressed.  

Although the initial website endeavoured to meet basic accessibility requirements, a number of accessibility issues crept in during the constant updating of the site. An RNIB assessment indicated that issues such as the lack of alternative text description for pictures and other media-rich content prevented access to vital site information, such as event results and the medal tally. 
Although the previous Athens 2004 Olympic Games website was generally deemed accessible, the importance of accessibility in relation to the Olympic Games was sparked by a landmark Australian case in which a blind person, Bruce Maguire, successfully challenged the Sydney Organising Committee for the Olympic Games through the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (now the Australian Human Rights Commission) over accessibility issues in the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games website. 

Additional information and links to the E-access Bulletin can be found here: http://www.tomw.net.au/blog/2008/08/beijing-2008-olympics-website_18.html
The Asus Eee Box: the start of a low-cost desktop revolution? 
Towards the end of 2007, Asus released a low-cost, ultra-portable laptop called the Eee PC. This was based on the One Laptop Per Child program which focused on providing school students in developing countries with the essentials in portable computing: the ability to access the Internet, write documents and communicate with other classmates.  Asus observed that this concept wasn’t limited to school students, but in fact a majority of people who bought fully-featured laptops only used them for the same basic purposes. The Eee PC now numbers in the millions, with many other manufacturers including Hewlett-Packard, Dell, Acer, Lenovo and MSI all releasing their own version of what has become known as the ‘netbook’. 
Few would argue that the netbook has revolutionised portable computing for the mainstream. Laptops have overtaken desktop sales in Australia, and the availability of affordable, portable computers is likely to play a key role in the Federal Government’s plan to roll out laptops to school students.  
An unexpected benefit has emerged from this for disadvantaged Australians. The Eee PC, and many other netbook models, feature Windows XP and hardware compatible with popular assistive technology products. As a result, many people with disabilities and other groups are moving away from expensive, proprietary note-taking devices, to purchasing fully-featured netbooks with the installation of appropriate assistive technology software. Given that a number of digital divides exist in Australia, it is likely that the impact of the low-cost, accessible netbook will not only benefit mainstream computing users, but has the potential to significantly improve the educational and employment opportunities for groups affected by a digital divide. 

With the Asus Eee PC generally credited for kick-starting the commercial success of affordable portable computing, attention is now shifting to the Asus Eee Box, the desktop equivalent of the Eee PC. The Eee PC is tiny for a desktop computer, resembling a Nintendo Wii in shape, including a similar stand. It can also be attached to the back of a computer monitor or TV to hide it completely. 

The Eee Box features two operating systems: a standard Windows XP Home installation and ExpressGate, a no-frills interface featuring basic functionality such as web browsing and Skype which boots in seven seconds. The hardware inside the desktop is slower than most, featuring a 1.6Ghz Intel Atom processor, 80GB hard drive and 1GB of RAM, but as with the Eee PC, the hardware supports the installation of popular assistive technology software such as JAWS and ZoomText without any issues. This model, which MAA ordered from Taiwan, also came with a USB keyboard and mouse which means that only an external monitor needs to be purchased for a complete PC package. 

In relation to access, the Eee Box has the same advantages as the Eee PC netbook. It’s small, affordable, uses little power, has good wireless connectivity, is whisper-quiet, and ExpressGate also gives it the best of both worlds in terms of having a new, innovative, quick-launch computer combined with the familiar Windows XP interface.  The Eee Box also has the element of surprise in that very few manufacturers have attempted a mass-produced, commercially viable, small form factor PC. 

However, despite the affordability and assistive technology compatibility, there are some issues with the Eee Box. The graphics processing means that it cannot be used for graphically intensive applications or most modern computer games.  Although it can play standard video comfortably, it struggles with high definition video. 
Many critics of the Eee Box have indicated that while people are prepared to compromise on their computing needs when they’re on the move, most people want a powerful desktop which can do everything. The question therefore remains:  will the Eee Box start another new category of computing which improves affordability and accessible computing, or will people prefer to pay a little bit extra and have a larger box under the desk that does everything? The only evidence of a potential Eee Box success story so far is its extremely popular launch in Taiwan, where it sold out despite a hurricane going through at the time. 

The Eee Box goes on sale in Australia in September 2008 and will retail for approximately $400. 
USB DVB-T HDTV Stick
Recently eBay and online gadget stores have featured a flood of USB sticks that claim to allow the watching and recording of standard and high definition digital television ‘wherever you go’ by simply plugging the stick into a laptop computer. The sticks, which retail for approximately $40, are manufactured in China and distributed under a variety of brand names. The concept of turning a standard computer into a high definition Personal Video Recorder (PVR) seems attractive, especially given that traditional PVRs cost several hundred dollars.     

In relation to access, the potential of such a device also has merit. Depending on the broadcast, the stick promises closed caption support and the ability to select alternate audio tracks for audio description. It can be used anywhere in the world where there are digital broadcasts, and records TV to a computer’s hard drive which can be copied to other devices, such as an iPod or DVD. However, while the description of features is technically accurate, there are limitations, especially in relation to access. 

Most of the sticks sold on eBay come in a package containing the stick itself, which looks very similar in size and shape to a USB thumb drive. The package also contains an indoor digital TV antenna shaped like a thin stick, a connector for a standard wall antenna, and a mini-CD containing drivers and the Blaze HDTV Player software. Some models also come with a mini remote control. The total package would fit in a pocket and would certainly be easy to carry. The installation of the drivers and software is also pretty straightforward: you plug the stick into the USB port, plug in the provided antenna, put the CD into the drive and follow the on-screen prompts. 

Once the country location has been identified, the software tries to locate digital TV channels. Unfortunately this is where the first major hurdle occurs. The indoor antenna stick will struggle to pick up any Australian TV signal, even in good reception areas. This impacts greatly on the ‘portability’ benefit of the stick, given that it ultimately needs to rely on a roof antenna to pick up a signal. However, once a roof antenna connection was plugged in, the stick successfully found all the local channels when tested in both Sydney and Perth. 

The picture that appeared on the screen was crisp, especially the HD channels – most current computer monitors are capable of showing a full HD picture. The sound was also delivered effectively. However, the smoothness of the picture varied significantly between different computers. Some of the smaller ‘netbook’ computers had a very jerky picture, while other PCs that had distinct graphics cards displayed the signal smoothly. Clearly the power and type of graphics card in the PC will have a significant impact on how well the HDTV stick works.

The software included with most of the USB sticks on the market is Blaze HDTV. The software worked well enough in displaying access-related features. It was able to display closed captions and offered the option to select additional audio tracks, although there are as yet no additional tracks to select in Australia so this feature could not be tested. The captions were initially difficult to see on the screen but the software provides the ability to modify the font and text colour.  

In terms of recording, the software had no problems in recording to the hard drive and playing back the video, but captions could not be recorded. Furthermore, the software crashed on some of the computers tested, meaning the programs scheduled to be recorded were either recorded in part or not at all.  The software program is also designed to be an all-in-one media centre, meaning that playback of DVDs, CDs and other formats of media are forced to play through Blaze HDTV, which some users may find frustrating. 

Finally, the recorded programs can be transferred to an iPod or portable media player, but in most cases an additional software program would be required to convert the file into a different format. This adds extra time to the process of viewing video on a device other than a PC, and in turn restricts the potential benefit of the product. 

In essence, the USB stick is effective in providing a low cost way to view and record standard and high definition digital television. However, the need for a roof antenna, performance issues, software instability, inability to record captions and lack of file conversion software means that it should not be seen as a direct replacement for a stand-alone digital set-top box or PVR. 
Tongue used as a mouse replacement to improve computer access 
The Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development has recently published information on a breakthrough technology created by engineers at Georgia’s Institute of Technology in the United States that allows people with severe disabilities to use the tongue for effective computer navigation. 
The development involves the use of a tiny magnet that is pierced onto the tongue.  A magnetic companion device, such as a headset, can trace the movement of the tongue, allowing for six distinct movements. These are then translated to a mouse pointer on a screen moving in four distinct directions, with two ‘select’ options such as the left- and right-click of a mouse button. 

In Australia, one in five people have some form of permanent disability, and statistically, people with disabilities are not gaining the same access to computers and Internet-related technologies as the able-bodied population. Such an innovation has the potential to significantly improve the current digital divide for people with severe disabilities.

Further information can be found on the CNET news website here: http://news.cnet.com/8301-11386_3-10024983-76.html?tag=newsEditorsPicksArea.0
Google launches ‘Chrome’ web browser with little accessibility support 
Google, the world’s largest Internet search provider, has entered the highly competitive web browser market with Google Chrome. Designed to speed up web searches and inspire application development, it has been produced as an open-source beta product, which means that the Internet community itself can contribute to the browser’s ongoing development. 
 Although the release of Chrome will be watched closely by rivals Microsoft and Mozilla, this initial offering lacks many of the basic features of Internet Explorer and Firefox. In relation to accessibility, Chrome has little accessibility support due to few keyboard shortcuts, no Windows colour scheme interface support, few pull-down menus and limited web page customisation. Given the opportunity for community involvement, it is likely that such features will be improved over time, but Google is yet to release information about its Chrome accessibility intentions. 
In Australia, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox are the most popular web browsers and include a number of accessibility features. Further information on Google Chrome, including downloading options, can be found here: http://www.google.com/chrome
DVDs
Access on new-release DVDs
A check of new release DVDs in July has shown that captioning and audio description rates remain steady since the last report. Captioning was recorded at a rate of 54% (this includes titles that are English subtitled as well), and audio description at 9%. 105 titles were researched.  
What is evident amongst distributors is that audio description rates could be easily and cost-effectively increased if tighter procedures were put in place to ensure that audio description files are imported for Region 4 release. On top of the six titles released to the Australian market with audio description by international distributors, a further nine could have been imported.  
The titles that missed out on audio description for Region 4 release were: 
Across the Universe (Sony)
Alvin and the Chipmunks (20th Century Fox) 
Enchanted (Buena Vista) 
Jumper (20th Century Fox) 
Lions for Lambs (20th Century Fox) 
The Bucket List (Warner Bros) 
The Darjeeling Limited (20th Century Fox) 
The Game Plan (Buena Vista) 
The Jane Austen Book Club (Sony) 
Independent distributor Roadshow Entertainment audio described three titles locally for Region 4, bringing the total number of described titles to nine.
The titles for this research are collated bimonthly from a number of sources: an audio described DVD list from the Royal Institute for the Blind in the UK; Blockbuster Video, Ultimo NSW; and the UK and USA Amazon websites.  
Rogue (Roadshow), National Treasure 2 (Buena Vista) and The Water Horse (Sony) all have captions and audio description for their Australian DVD releases.
CINEMA
A call to action for Australian cinemas
As part of Hearing Awareness Week, Australia's Disability Discrimination Commissioner, Graeme Innes, has called on cinemas to improve access for Australians who are deaf and hearing impaired.
"One in six Australians are affected by hearing loss, so it is about time major cinema chains reflected this market share in the numbers of screens showing captioned movies," said Commissioner Innes.
Captioned movies – those providing the dialogue and description of other sounds not heard by people who are deaf or hearing impaired – are shown on three sessions a week in only ten cinemas around Australia. This number has remained the same for more than five years.
Mr Innes recently congratulated the Government for providing some assistance to 12 independent cinemas to purchase the necessary equipment, but called on the major cinema chains to use Hearing Awareness Week to announce a major increase in the availability of captions.
"It is very disappointing that a sizeable section of the community is disadvantaged in this way," said Commissioner Innes. "It is also hard to understand why, in a very competitive market, cinemas wouldn't be doing everything to maintain and increase their market share."
The Commissioner noted that in places like New Zealand, the availability of captions is positively marketed as an attraction for cinemas, and more people are now going to the movies.
Commissioner Innes also noted that the Disability Discrimination Act, which makes it unlawful to discriminate against a person on the grounds of their disability, has now been in force in Australia for fifteen years.
A pat on the back for the UK cinema industry
The United Kingdom’s cinema industry leads the way in access through the availability of captioning and audio description. Phil Clapp, CEO of the UK’s Cinema Exhibitors’ Association, has drawn attention to the short but successful journey the UK has taken so far in an article in leading film magazine Cinema Business.  
 While highlighting the accomplishments over the last eight years since captioning and audio description were first introduced to cinema (more than 700 films are available in accessible formats with around 2,000 subtitled screenings per month nationwide), the article emphasizes that there is no room for complacency. As public expectations grow ever higher, Clapp is hopeful that industry will remain willing to tackle disability issues so that progress continues.  
With Australia entering a growth phase in accessible cinema, our cinema industry can only benefit by closely following the journey of successful international markets such as the UK’s.  
The complete article can found here: http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/docs/CB%20August%2008%20article.pdf
Captioning in Australian cinemas
Open captioned movie screenings from June 2008 to August 2008 included:
Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull
Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
Sex and the City
The Incredible Hulk
Speed Racer
Hancock
Kung Fu Panda
Get Smart
The Love Guru
The Dark Knight
The X Files
Pineapple Express
These open captioned movies showed at:
Sydney – Greater Union George St
Melbourne – Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
Adelaide – Greater Union Megaplex Marion
Canberra – Hoyts Belconnen
Brisbane – Greater Union/Hoyts, Queen St Mall
Perth – Hoyts Carousel, Cannington
Darwin – BCC Casuarina
Hobart – Village Hobart
Newcastle – Greater Union Glendale
Maroochydore – BCC Sunshine Plaza
Between June and August 2008, an average of 80 people per week attended captioned screenings at these ten locations. In the previous three months (March to May 2008) the average was 55 people, and from October 2005 to August 2008, the average was 74 people.
Over the same period, the average difference in days between the captioned release of each title and the general release was 18 days. From October 2005 to the end of August 2008, the average was 16 days.
No audio description in existing Australian cinemas
The DTS Access System is currently used in ten cinemas across Australia for showing captioned movies. The system has the capability of showing audio described films if an added module costing a few thousand dollars is purchased. A further purchase, if not already owned, of an induction loop, infra-red or FM ‘broadcaster’ and headsets for patrons to receive the description would allow these cinemas to have audio described screenings. Many access disks that are used to show the captions also have audio description tracks.
Of the 140 movies shown with captions since 5 October 2006, 94 movies (67%) also had an audio description track, which means they could have been accessed by blind and vision impaired patrons, had the cinemas been equipped with the audio description component of the system.

THE ARTS

A SPECIAL REPORT: US arts and accessibility champion Betty Siegel visits Australia
The John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Arts’ Director of Accessibility, Betty Siegel, has specialised in the arts and disability issues for almost 20 years.   
Betty has shaped the Kennedy Center in Virginia into a leader of venue access, not just in terms of physical access to the performance spaces, but also in access to its programs and performances. Amongst these responsibilities is the organisation of captioned and audio described performances across a range of its venues.  
Betty recently shared her wealth of knowledge with arts administrators and artists in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide during a visit in early September. Media Access Australia contributed to an arts access presentation at Parramatta’s Riverside Theatre which included Betty’s presentation entitled ‘Good Practice or the Goods Lift? Catalyst or Chasm…’, in which she addressed three key questions. Betty’s responses to these questions are summarised below. 
What comes first, policy or practice? 
In Betty’s experience, it’s generally practice that has come before policy, which is a reactive instead of proactive approach. If policy is developed first in terms of answering accessibility questions, the form of access which is provided does not end up in danger of being seen as an add-on or afterthought. By including access issues at the policy-making stage, then they are included as part of the core business plan and have budgets assigned. This leads to better financial and time management.  
Therefore, when making amendments to policy or creating new policy at any level or within any department of an organisation, address how it will affect access.  
What can you do to raise the profile of access and disability in your arts organisation?
In the US, it is law that if an arts organisation receives federal funding it must employ an access officer, commonly known as a Section 504 Coordinator in reference to the relevant section of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibiting discrimination against people with disabilities.  

It is then the Section 504 Coordinator’s role to raise the profile of access issues within the organisation.  
Deborah B. Lewis, Executive Director of the ELA Foundation in California, has devised a 12-step program for US arts organisations to plan for access, the first step being the appointment of a 504 Coordinator. Although rooted by the legislative requirement of a staff member responsible for access, the 12 steps can be readily adapted for Australia. In brief, they are: 
Appoint an access officer. 
Ensure there is internal support for the access officer and access programs.
Become familiar with disability and accessibility laws and their relation to your organisation. 
Gather a team, including fellow staff, patrons, board members and volunteers to be part of developing policy. Staff involvement as well as the involvement of people with disabilities is very important in developing policy.  

Remember: “Nothing about us without us.” This is a popular disability rights motto developed by the Independent Living movement and should be remembered when developing policy that will affect people with disabilities.

Examine your current organisational structure and identify assets and debits.  For example, are staff trained in using accessible technology? Can they articulate how access in your organisation works? The answers to these questions form the assets and debits.  
Create an access plan. Identify strengths, weaknesses, pros and cons. Part of the plan is to determine barriers and whether short or long-term solutions are needed. Timelines are important and should be revisited regularly. 

Remember: A temporary solution should not become a permanent solution.  For example, a temporary ramp to access a venue via a staff entrance at the back of a building should not be a permanent solution.  

Publicise and adopt the plan internally and seek feedback. 
Begin to implement the plan, e.g. through the creation of training programs, the endorsement of it by senior management, and the adoption of it into business and strategic documents.  
Train staff, volunteers and board members. 
Publicise the plan externally.
Evaluate the plan regularly.  What worked last year may not necessarily work this year. Technologies change and new resources may be available.
Celebrate the successes!  
What impact do the actions of some have on the culture of an organisation?
Betty believes that most organisations that have strong access plans can have their success traced back to one person. That one person can have a significant impact over time, by building the access plan, implementing programs, and in a sense becoming the ‘moral compass’ for an organisation. An access coordinator wears many hats and takes action as a passionate advocate for access for people with disabilities.  
In closing, Betty reminded participants that accessibility is an asset; it draws an audience and keeps them, and the one person who is driving the access plan becomes the organisation’s most valuable access asset.  
Betty Siegel’s tour was facilitated by Accessible Arts NSW in partnership with Arts NSW, City of Sydney and Media Access Australia.  







